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 WEATHER NOTIFICATION STATEMENT  

 

   NEW DATA SHOWS SNOWSTORM  THREAT FOR  
JAN 13-14 LOOKS  MUCH HEAVIER  BIGGER COVERAGE  

 northwest NC (ice)  ALL OF VA (Except Hampton Roads) 
all of MD/ DEL  eastern  southern PA   southern NJ   

STATEMENT #1   ISSUED   17300    hrs                                                                                                  8  JANUARY   2018 

SUMMARY  

This WNS (Weather Notification Statement)  is being  is being  issued  because  there is   threat MODERATE TO  

SIGNIFICANT SNOWSTORM ..late  Saturday  all day Sunday  JAN 12-13  for  following areas 

 

all of  MARYLAND 

all of DELAWARE 

all of  VIRGINIA... except for   SE VA/ Hampton Roads 

The northern third of NC .  

eastern  half of  WVA 
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In my previous WNS -  Weather Notification Statement  and on the video as well as some statements I made on my twitter feet and on 

the Facebook page ...I  said that that this event for this weekend is going to be a fairly minor / moderate event   ( something like 1 to 5 

inches).  However based upon the new midday data from several different sources as well as changes in the upper air pattern   it now 

seems  likely that the snowstorm for late on January 12 into the 13th to be quite similar to what we saw on Sunday December 9. 

The threat is increasing that summer areas in southwest Virginia as Wells the Southern Virginia Piedmont and perhaps close to 

Richmond and Charlottesville will see up to 10 inches of snow.  The difference with this event however is that most of Northwest North 

Carolina will see some snow followed by significant height and that the northern edge of the snow shield will probably extend into all of 

Northern Virginia including the Washington, DC Baltimore metro areas and into much of the Delmarva. 

This would make for the second significant or major snowstorm up with a on the East Coast that is hitting the lower Middle Atlantic 

region of bypassing the big cities of the northeast.  This kind of weather pattern is not common but it has happened before. 

 

DETAILS  

 

This Image shows the surface map from the European model on this Tuesday afternoon.  What 

is important to notice is that first we have a much better organized southern LOW pressure 

system over Georgia and the arctic HIGH  is very strong centered over Montreal Canada.  This 

is a classic setup for a winter storm on the East Coast but the issue becomes how far north 

does the surface LOW  pressure area move?.  Again if the surface LOW  pressure area moves 

over Cape Hatteras ...most the precipitation in Maryland Delaware Virginia West Virginia and 

North Carolina as well as Tennessee and Kentucky will stay all snow   (maybe some snow and 

ice mixed near the temperature boundaries) . 

 

This image shows the temperatures on Sunday morning from the European model this Tuesday 

afternoon.  Notice that Richmond Roanoke Lynchburg Charlottesville DC Northwest North 

Carolina and the entire Shenandoah Valley as well as Central Maryland are all well below 32° 
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Sunday morning when the snow was falling heavily.  Notice also that the dew points even Richmond are only the middle twenties.  

Again this strongly implies that the precipitation will be all snow Sunday morning in Central Virginia although it could mix of sleet later 

on Sunday afternoon depending on how the temperature profiles set up in South Central Virginia 

 

This image shows the midday GFS upper air map for Sunday and Monday mornings.  The image on the LEFT is Sunday and there are 

three pieces of energy at which I have highlighted.  Feature A is a disturbance in  the northern jet stream.  Feature  'B"  is a piece of 

energy in the polar jet stream and features "C" a piece of energy in the southern jet stream.  

 

 

 

 

in order to get this snowstorm to come to 

the north and pull the LOW pressure area 

Northward and spread the heavy snow into 

the big cities of northeast...  the piece of 

energy labeled  A  has to phase / merge 
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with a piece of energy labeled  B  over Tennessee Kentucky.  The image on the right hand side shows that by Monday morning that 

clearly does not happen.  In fact the piece of energy labeled B and C merge into one system over the Tennessee Valley ( BC).  

Because that system is located over Kentucky Tennessee and Mississippi the service LOW pressure area is along the Carolina Coast.   

From that upper air pattern  the Surface LOW cannot come up the coast but instead it will slide out to sea over Cape Hatteras.  That is 

good news for snow lovers and ice storm lovers in North Carolina Tennessee and Kentucky Virginia Maryland Delaware Southern 

Pennsylvania New Jersey and West Virginia.  It's not good news if you are north of the Pennsylvania turnpike. 

 

This is a significant change compared to what the GFS model was showing earlier and that is  why it is important.  This is the GFS 

ensemble jet stream map valid for Sunday morning.  Notice again that the northern piece of energy labeled A  is NOT  dropping in or 

phase in with a southern piece of energy labeled   B over Tennessee and Kentucky.  Because these two pieces of energy do not phase 

or merge the southern LOW  slides off the  NC coast. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This image is the midday 12 the old GFS and it shows the arrival of 

the snow coming in  Saturday evening  and spreading across all of West Virginia Maryland Virginia   Delaware Pennsylvania New 

Jersey.  In northwestern North Carolina  the precipitation begins as snow quickly changes over sleet and freezing rain  and  heavy ice 

can occur.  Also notice the enormous arctic HIGH at the top of the map in southeastern Canada.  By Sunday morning   the LOW is on  
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Cape Hatteras Coast and southeastern Virginia .. to Richmond has gone over all rain as has the southern Delmarva.  Richmond itself is 

on the edge of snow ice and rain according to this model.  By Sunday afternoon however ... the LOW  pulls away from the coast and 

the cold air comes back in and Richmond goes over to snow again. 
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This image shows the midday GFS snowfall forecast for Middle 

Atlantic region and this is a fairly reasonable snowfall map.  It  does 

not show a major snowstorm but it shows a moderate t one and it 

has a lot of snow over western North Carolina which is probably ice.  

Remember this map shows snow and ice combined so those snow 

amounts  in  western and northwest   North Carolina are over done. 

 

Here is the midday Canadian model and it is also somewhat colder 

and has the surface LOW  pressure area further to the south.  

Notice also again over southeastern Canada there is  enormous 

arctic HIGH Keeping the cold air in place.  The Canadian models 

strongly implies that snow was going to go over to heavy ice in central and Northwest North Carolina and perhaps into  places such as 

Danville Martinsville South Boston   South hill and maybe in to the Petersburg  area. 
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The Canadian snowfall map reflects this.  Notice that along the North 

Carolina Virginia border very little snow falls but from Richmond west  

northwest and North into Charlottesville DC Baltimore and out into 

Roanoke and Lynchburg several inches of snow falls.  Again this is a 

perfectly reasonable and viable solution. 

 

 Lets look at the midday European model which show the biggest 

change.  As I speculated yesterday the European model may have 

been  too light with the precipitation and that  was  exactly correct.  The 

Euro now  has LOW  pressure that is much more organized over 

Georgia and it has two surface trough extending from that Low  (one up 

into Tennessee Kentucky and the other one along the southeastern 

coast ).   The  results in much more significant precipitation . 

 

   

 

This image BELOW shows the operational  European snowfall forecast for this event and as you can see this is a major increase when 

compared to what it  was showing this morning.   This particular version of the European model also been sees as sleet as  snow so 

even though it has 10 inches and Richmond Petersburg Martinsville and Danville ...it might not be 10 inches.  Also notice that the snow 

fall amounts are much lighter   in northwestern  and north ventral North Carolina than what we saw on December 9.  On the other hand 

the snow significantly heavier over the Shenandoah Valley the eastern half of Virginia and up into nor the Virginia Washington, DC and 

Baltimore as well as the Delmarva 

This image is a another version of the European model snowfall forecast but its calculations or algorithms are done some what  

differently.  Notice it also has large areas of heavy snow including over 10 inches and Richmond and over 6 inches and northern  

Virginia and DC BAL. 
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This next image shows a comparison of the total liquid from this event.   On the LEFT   it shows  the GFS ensemble rainfall liquid 

equivalent for this event.  On the RIGHT  hand side is the liquid  equivalent up from the 12Z Tuesday  European model.  The  GFS  

ensemble  shows  a large area of 0.50" to 1.25"   of  liquid covering much of Virginia Maryland Delaware and North Carolina.  In the 

areas which are cold enough this will be all snow  ...and at  10:1  ratio...  well do the math.  That would be a a lot more snow  than what 

the operational GFS snowfall map was showing above.  If you do the math you wind up with at least 4 -8 or 6 to 10 inches of snow in 

the areas Virginia Maryland Delaware and West Virginia  (where it stays all snow ). 
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Finally here is the radar simulations from the European model with regard to snow ice and rain valid for Saturday night at 7:00 PM and 

Sunday morning at 7:00 AM.  The dark blue represents moderate snow and the purple represents heavy snow.  As you can see the 

moderate snow does reach into Northern Virginia Baltimore DC and all the Delmarva and the heavy snow covers much of Virginia and 

the eastern  portions  of West Virginia and far more northwestern North Carolina before changes over sleet and ice in that area 
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SUMMARY 

 Because  the operational GFS model is much more snowy looking  and in much closer agreement with the other models then what we 

saw on December 9 ...the forecast from NWS  local TV as well as your smart phone apps  and  The weather channel are going to be in  

much better agreement. 

 

This looks very much like the DEC 9  snowstorm  in the general sense but this time it  looks like the northern edge of the snow shield 

will push deeper into the Washington, DC Baltimore / Northern Virginia areas.  And  there will be significant snow in  eastern portions of 

West Virginia 

 

Overt northwest North Carolina and the border along the Virginia North Carolina line   thsi even look much trickier when compared to 

what  we saw on December 9.  These areas may not see much snow but they could see a lot of ICE especially given how strong the 

arctic HIGH  will be over  se Canada. .  As long as the surface winds stay out of the north  temperatures along the Virginia North 

Carolina border  --and even as far south as Greensboro Raleigh and Hickory  could stay at or below 32° which would allow for 

significant ice storm in these areas.  I am very concerned about this possibility. 

TIMING  the event comes in a west  to east Saturday  later afternoon/ evening.  It will be snowing by Saturday afternoon ind eastern 

Kentucky and by Saturday evening in southwest Virginia and northwest North Carolina.  The main event will be late Saturday night 

through all of Sunday morning into Sunday evening. 

 

It is possible the track the system could still change over the next 48 or 72 hours but right now all the data shows that the northern 

piece of energy I talked about over  se  Canada  in the Jet stream is NOT not going to merge /  phase  withy the southern enerrgy. As 

long as that is the case the system will stay to the south and this will be a significant VA  MD DEL   WVA  NC Winter storm.  

 


